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Installing a Blackwing Two : the small details that make the difference

All our customers acclaim the performance of the new Blackwing Two. Even though, actually, 
most of them use only 50% of its native potential !  First thing to know is that the units we ship are 
pre-calibrated by our engineers, in the respect of the D65 standard (that is to say : optimized for 
HD sources), the lamp is set in standard mode, giving a rough brightness of 580 ansi lumens and 
13500:1 contrast ratio. Those pre-sets are supposed to give the end-user the best performance «out 
of the box». 

Nevertheless, a bad/good installation and/or configuration can significantly spoil/enhance the 
performance of your Blackwing Two. Every videophile knows that a real Home Theater application 
needs a dark environment. Either a dedicated «dark room» or at least a room which can be 
punctually darkened (by closing some curtains, awnings, or doors...).

If the end-user has no other choice than using his BW2 in a bright living-room and refuses to close 
any curtain because living in a cave during a sunny sunday afternoon causes severe psychological 
trauma, then you will understand from the chart (page 2), that he must artificially increase the 
brightness level of his projector (i.e. set his projector on «high lamp» mode). 
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«High lamp» mode increases the generated brightness by an average 18% (red line on our chart). 
It does not alter the contrast ratio. Of course, it increases the noise level from 22dB to approx 28dB, 
but you will acknowledge that this is still very acceptable for watching movies. It also influences 
the lamp life, but not significantly. Therefore, the lamp mode is less an issue than a solution. Our 
customer can opt to run either in high lamp or in low lamp mode depending on his configuration 
(screen, distance...) or his environment (brightness of the room) without damaging his picture 
quality or visual/audio comfort, and without emptying his wallet.

In the end, there is a factor which is much more influencing the performance of your Blackwing 
Two : the lens. 
One of BW2’s nicest assets is the zoom range of 2x. It enables the end-user to install it in almost any 
configuration of room, from any distance. However, the position of the zoom lens, tremendously 
impacts the brightness and contrast produced by the projector (which is true with any projector 
and any kind of lens). For instance, with the same «out-of-the-box» unit (yellow line on our chart), 
reducing the zoom to the minimum increases the contrast by 16% and decreases the brightness by 
22% ! On the contrary, setting the zoom to the maximum level, decreases the contrast by 11% and 
enhances the brightness by 15%. This makes a huge difference between min and max !!!
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Obviously the real Home Cinema specialist will want the contrast level to be at its peak level (over 
16,000:1). He doesn’t really care about the brightness loss insofar as he invested in a specific dark 
room. Then, he will have to set his zoom to the minimum level, i.e. the farthest distance from the 
screen with the smallest aperture.

But many other things can affect the performance of your BW2 projector. Naturally, the projection 
screen, but also the furniture and the decoration.  Yes, a bright colour sofa or carpet can reflect 
onto the screen and damage the visible contrast. Besides, a dark wall behind the screen, and 
a dark ceiling, is always better. First, they will absorb all the interference lights and besides, by 
tricking your eye, it boosts the «impression» of high contrast. All these efforts will be rewarded by an 
unbelievable performance !

 As for the projection screen, in addition to the Blackwing Two, we strongly recommend to invest 
into a high-end material, like our white DLP models (motorized). The 1.2 gain of the DLP surface is 
really adapted to the settings of our Blackwing Two. The real HT geek will by the way, accept to 
pay for the extra «black case» option... If the room is not really dark, the customer will also consider 
acquiring our SilverDream screen, so as to the reflexion on the surface. Obviously, to mimic the 
commercial movie theater ambiance, the cinema-addict will opt for a fixed frame screen like our 
Diamond (1.4 gain) or SilverDream (2.8 gain) models.

A professional installation made by CSO-Denmark
High brightness will be useless in such a case
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Last but not least, keep also in mind that playing too much with the lens shift can also imply losing 
performance (12% between the middle setting and an extreme setting). Moreover, excessive lens 
shift can require a pixel adjustment (detailled on page 10 of the quickstart guide).

Eventually, it is only once the custom installer has made everything possible to create the most 
adequate environment and installation that he can start tweaking the picture calibration. Those 
menus are available to give the final touch, the icing on the cake. Not to put a bandage on a 
wooden leg !
People who need (gaming, computer) or appreciate «cold» images will for example set the colour 
temperature to High, and then reach some unbelievable contrast ratios, approaching the mythical 
20,000:1 home Cinema Everest (blue and green lines on our chart) with a contrast >19,000:1.

The strength of our Blackwing Two is that it can please the most demanding Home Cinema 
aficionados and the  everyday users. Beyond its ideal balance between brightness, contrast and 
lifelike colour calibration, coming out of the box, the BW2’s performance can be improved by an 
optimal use of all its natural assets. Everything said above was the theory, you of course also have 
to make your own experience with the product.

Our DLP screen used in a bright environment.
Short distance and «high lamp» mode will be necessary


